
 

Scribe* for the 
DIVAhhh Inaugural Weekend 

 
November 19 - 21, 2004  
Haarlem, Netherlands 

 
The weather was there and the people were beautiful for the DIVAhhh R*n #1!  The 
meeting point was at the aptly named “Bitch Park” in Haarlem and everyone came 
looking glamorous although some more than others.  Lois Lane decided to wear her bra 
inside out and the late comers were punished accordingly.  Postman Prat tried to catch 
up with the pack but decided that he first needed a mud bath to enhance his ever present 
glow.  Missing Link had a problem navigating to the start point but got Hummingbird to 
the start in time, while Rubber Ron had a bit of a problem with a tire and everyone was 
relieved to see that he chauffeured Eau Naturelle to the start as well as the beer to the 
beer stop. 
 
A glam group of guys and gals then set forth on the trail laid by Sex Ed and Yark Sucker; 
and if you have never been laid by Yark Sucker or Sex Ed you do not know what you are 
missing!  We winded through some great scenery while getting lessons in Dutch history 
from Sex Ed and the other Haarlemites.  It seems that back in the day some invading 
forces had tied all the men together and thrown them into the canals.  More about this 
fetish later.  Everyone arrived at the beer stop just in time for the hail to arrive and we all 
cuddled together for beer and wine.  Then it was “On On!” back to the park where we 
were met by more hail, more beer, and a slew of visitors. 
 
The circle started and the sins of the bold and beautiful were given out at an astonishing 
pace.  Here are the punishments: 
 
 Hares – Yark Sucker and Sex Ed 
 Crappy weather – RA – Yark Sucker 
 Latecomers – Postman Prat and Missing Link 
 Flat tire – Rubber Ron 
 The hares again for what could have been a 400m trail 
 Glam offense for improper bra wearing – Lois Lane 
 Glam offense for wearing gloves – Rumple Foreskin, Take-a-Leek, FuGaWi,  
  and Taxi Ho 
 Glam reward for Toy Boys not wearing shirts – Rumple Foreskin and Lois Lane 
 Glam offense for no glam at all – Take-a-Leek, Postman Prat, and Shoot in the  
  Looms 
 Virgin – Gudron (it’s gonna be hard giving her a hash name!) 
 Birthday girl – Pussy Galore 
 
During the punishment stage of the circle many others had the opportunity to commit sins 
right before our very eyes namely Windows NT for carrying a DIVAhhh voodoo doll.  In 
keeping with Haarlem tradition, Sex Ed proceeded to tie Windows NT and Goldenflow 
together using ceremonial orange Dutch Duct tape.  They weren’t thrown in the canal but 



 

forced to drink for using too much mojo in the circle.  About this time, the ever illegally 
parked Sex Ed had a visit from the police.  If you were at Belgian Nash Hash ‘03 you 
remember that Sex Ed has a way with the police and gets away free just for flaunting her 
“glam pillows” in the face(s) of authority.  But this wouldn’t do today because said 
authority just happened to be Divas themselves.  And nice looking Divas at that!  
Although she couldn’t “flash” her way out of this ticket, Taxi Ho took it upon himself to 
get a few pics with the lovely ladies.  And into the circle he went.  Rubber Ron tried to 
talk his way out of a flat tire offense but showed the group that his Diva was the one 
wearing the panties in this relationship by ending his sentence with “Eh”.  Those damned 
Canadians must be stopped, eh!  Another visitor stopped by to tell everyone that this day 
had been designated “Shake the hand of a stranger day” in Haarlem.  I’m still looking 
forward “get a blowjob from a Diva day” anywhere in the world! 
 
Many more offenses were rewarded, the Hash Hymn was sung, and with the weather 
being what it was everyone scurried back to their hotels for hot showers in order to be 
ready for the party that night that turned out to be a marvelous mélange of hashers and 
non-hashers all dressed to the nines.  Especially Taxi Ho. 
 

On On to the next DIVAhhh r*n! 
 

DIVAhhh scribe – Take-a-Leek 
 
 * - This scribe was written using the 30% truth rule which is covered in the heading (time, 
place, and event).  All other ‘facts’, although humorous in nature, can be neither confirmed nor denied.  
 


